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SM and experiment are not consistent

Both CDF and D0 at Both CDF and D0 at Both CDF and D0 at Both CDF and D0 at the the the the Tevatran reported the measurements of forward-Tevatran reported the measurements of forward-Tevatran reported the measurements of forward-Tevatran reported the measurements of forward-
backward asymmetry in top pair production. backward asymmetry in top pair production. backward asymmetry in top pair production. backward asymmetry in top pair production. 
The result showsThe result showsThe result showsThe result shows 2 2 2 2σσσσ deviation from the SM prediction. deviation from the SM prediction. deviation from the SM prediction. deviation from the SM prediction.

Note that for the D0 and MC@NLO results, the detect effects are not cleaned off, so these Note that for the D0 and MC@NLO results, the detect effects are not cleaned off, so these Note that for the D0 and MC@NLO results, the detect effects are not cleaned off, so these Note that for the D0 and MC@NLO results, the detect effects are not cleaned off, so these 
results cannot be compared directly with the Numerical Calc resultresults cannot be compared directly with the Numerical Calc resultresults cannot be compared directly with the Numerical Calc resultresults cannot be compared directly with the Numerical Calc result
CDFCDFCDFCDF note note note note10224 (2010)10224 (2010)10224 (2010)10224 (2010), Phys. Rev. D 77, 014003 (2008), D0 Note 6062-CONF (2010), Phys. Rev. D 77, 014003 (2008), D0 Note 6062-CONF (2010), Phys. Rev. D 77, 014003 (2008), D0 Note 6062-CONF (2010), Phys. Rev. D 77, 014003 (2008), D0 Note 6062-CONF (2010)
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Most of the New Physics cannot do better than SM

qq tt→

LLLLots of New Physics ots of New Physics ots of New Physics ots of New Physics are proposed to account for the Asymmetry are proposed to account for the Asymmetry are proposed to account for the Asymmetry are proposed to account for the Asymmetry 
anomalyanomalyanomalyanomaly. The. The. The. Theyyyy can be classified into two categories. can be classified into two categories. can be classified into two categories. can be classified into two categories.

1. Introducing a1. Introducing a1. Introducing a1. Introducing a W'/Z' W'/Z' W'/Z' W'/Z' which induce a which induce a which induce a which induce a t-channel t-channel t-channel t-channel                .                 .                 .                 . 

New AsymmetrNew AsymmetrNew AsymmetrNew Asymmetricicicic Cross-Section is  Cross-Section is  Cross-Section is  Cross-Section is from from from from the inteference of the new t-the inteference of the new t-the inteference of the new t-the inteference of the new t-
channel diagram with the usual QCD diagram.channel diagram with the usual QCD diagram.channel diagram with the usual QCD diagram.channel diagram with the usual QCD diagram.
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Most of the New Physics cannot do better than SM

/ ttd dMσHowever, theHowever, theHowever, theHowever, the                                                                distributiondistributiondistributiondistribution    for top pair production is violated for top pair production is violated for top pair production is violated for top pair production is violated 
greatlygreatlygreatlygreatly....
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Most of the New Physics cannot do better than SM

qq tt→

2. Introducing 2. Introducing 2. Introducing 2. Introducing axigluon axigluon axigluon axigluon GGGG. . . . 

New AsymmetrNew AsymmetrNew AsymmetrNew Asymmetricicicic Cross-Section is from Cross-Section is from Cross-Section is from Cross-Section is from    the inteference of the new the inteference of the new the inteference of the new the inteference of the new 
s-channel                    with the usual QCD diagram, and/or from its self-s-channel                    with the usual QCD diagram, and/or from its self-s-channel                    with the usual QCD diagram, and/or from its self-s-channel                    with the usual QCD diagram, and/or from its self-
conjugationconjugationconjugationconjugation
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Most of the New Physics cannot do better than SM

However, as has been argued However, as has been argued However, as has been argued However, as has been argued inininin 1007.0260, suitable parameters to account  1007.0260, suitable parameters to account  1007.0260, suitable parameters to account  1007.0260, suitable parameters to account 
for all existing measurements can hardly be found.for all existing measurements can hardly be found.for all existing measurements can hardly be found.for all existing measurements can hardly be found.
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A new Color-Octet Axial-Vector Boson Zc

MotivationMotivationMotivationMotivation

1. 1. 1. 1. The The The The ““““aboveaboveaboveabove”””” and  and  and  and ““““belowbelowbelowbelow”””” diagrams indicate that the deviation of Afb  diagrams indicate that the deviation of Afb  diagrams indicate that the deviation of Afb  diagrams indicate that the deviation of Afb 
can be attributed to the events in the low Mtt regioncan be attributed to the events in the low Mtt regioncan be attributed to the events in the low Mtt regioncan be attributed to the events in the low Mtt region
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A new Color-Octet Axial-Vector Boson Zc

MotivationMotivationMotivationMotivation

2. 2. 2. 2. Meanwhile, we believe that there is also some deviation in the Meanwhile, we believe that there is also some deviation in the Meanwhile, we believe that there is also some deviation in the Meanwhile, we believe that there is also some deviation in the 
differential Cross-Section  differential Cross-Section  differential Cross-Section  differential Cross-Section                                                                                          in the low Mtt region.in the low Mtt region.in the low Mtt region.in the low Mtt region.t t/d dMσ
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A new Color-Octet Axial-Vector Boson Zc

MotivationMotivationMotivationMotivation

FFFFrom these rom these rom these rom these detailed detailed detailed detailed experiment measurements and SM predictions,experiment measurements and SM predictions,experiment measurements and SM predictions,experiment measurements and SM predictions, we  we  we  we 
can estimate thatcan estimate thatcan estimate thatcan estimate that approximately  approximately  approximately  approximately an extra Asymmetric Cross-Section  an extra Asymmetric Cross-Section  an extra Asymmetric Cross-Section  an extra Asymmetric Cross-Section                          
of of of of 800fb800fb800fb800fb which  which  which  which spread in the low Mtt regionspread in the low Mtt regionspread in the low Mtt regionspread in the low Mtt region, and , and , and , and an extra Cross-Section  an extra Cross-Section  an extra Cross-Section  an extra Cross-Section                          
                        of of of of 700fb700fb700fb700fb which settle mostly  which settle mostly  which settle mostly  which settle mostly in the 350in the 350in the 350in the 350GevGevGevGev-400-400-400-400Gev Gev Gev Gev binbinbinbin    areareareare needed needed needed needed. . . . 

((((Of course, due to the large experiment uncertainty, other values of Of course, due to the large experiment uncertainty, other values of Of course, due to the large experiment uncertainty, other values of Of course, due to the large experiment uncertainty, other values of                     
and  and  and  and                          are also permitted. But the basic characteristics of the final are also permitted. But the basic characteristics of the final are also permitted. But the basic characteristics of the final are also permitted. But the basic characteristics of the final 
result would not change much according to different  choiceresult would not change much according to different  choiceresult would not change much according to different  choiceresult would not change much according to different  choice of values of values of values of values. . . . 
As will be seen latter, the value we choose here will give As will be seen latter, the value we choose here will give As will be seen latter, the value we choose here will give As will be seen latter, the value we choose here will give anananan excellent  excellent  excellent  excellent 
fitting of the distributions of fitting of the distributions of fitting of the distributions of fitting of the distributions of ““““aboveaboveaboveabove””””, , , , ““““belowbelowbelowbelow”””” and and and and                                                            ....))))

Aδσ

δσ

Aδσ
δσ

tt/d dMσ

Now we try to search for a model that can  fulfil these needs.Now we try to search for a model that can  fulfil these needs.Now we try to search for a model that can  fulfil these needs.Now we try to search for a model that can  fulfil these needs.
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A new Color-Octet Axial-Vector Boson Zc

We introduce a new We introduce a new We introduce a new We introduce a new Color-OctetColor-OctetColor-OctetColor-Octet Axial-Vector Boson Zc, that have Axial-Vector Boson Zc, that have Axial-Vector Boson Zc, that have Axial-Vector Boson Zc, that have
•                  coupling to top-quark,                  coupling to top-quark,                  coupling to top-quark,                  coupling to top-quark,

•                  coupling to other quarks,                  coupling to other quarks,                  coupling to other quarks,                  coupling to other quarks,

•  and mass Mc just above 2 mt  and mass Mc just above 2 mt  and mass Mc just above 2 mt  and mass Mc just above 2 mt

5t
Aig

µγ γ−
5q

Aig
µγ γ−

This Zc model will This Zc model will This Zc model will This Zc model will bringbringbringbring

Note:  Note:  Note:  Note:                          is small in the region is small in the region is small in the region is small in the region where Mtt is just above 2 mt.where Mtt is just above 2 mt.where Mtt is just above 2 mt.where Mtt is just above 2 mt.β
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tt/d dMσ

8 f0 b0Aδσ =

This model has 3 free parameters This model has 3 free parameters This model has 3 free parameters This model has 3 free parameters ggggtttt, , , , ggggqqqq and  and  and  and McMcMcMc....

Now we should Now we should Now we should Now we should find out find out find out find out thethethethe region of parameter space  region of parameter space  region of parameter space  region of parameter space that that that that can explain can explain can explain can explain 
the the the the               and               and               and               and Asymmetry simultaneouslyAsymmetry simultaneouslyAsymmetry simultaneouslyAsymmetry simultaneously. We will reduce the allowed . We will reduce the allowed . We will reduce the allowed . We will reduce the allowed 
region of parameter space step by step.region of parameter space step by step.region of parameter space step by step.region of parameter space step by step.

700fbδσ =
1.  The region of Mc<3501.  The region of Mc<3501.  The region of Mc<3501.  The region of Mc<350GevGevGevGev and Mc>400 and Mc>400 and Mc>400 and Mc>400GevGevGevGev    isisisis excluded trivially. excluded trivially. excluded trivially. excluded trivially.

2.  Constraining the parameters by                    and                    as 2.  Constraining the parameters by                    and                    as 2.  Constraining the parameters by                    and                    as 2.  Constraining the parameters by                    and                    as 
announced earlier.  Here is two examplesannounced earlier.  Here is two examplesannounced earlier.  Here is two examplesannounced earlier.  Here is two examples

A new Color-Octet Axial-Vector Boson Zc
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3.  Exclude the parameters that violate 3.  Exclude the parameters that violate 3.  Exclude the parameters that violate 3.  Exclude the parameters that violate obviously obviously obviously obviously the the the the 
distributions of distributions of distributions of distributions of ““““aboveaboveaboveabove””””, , , , ““““belowbelowbelowbelow”””” and                 . and                 . and                 . and                 .

A new Color-Octet Axial-Vector Boson Zc
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The The The The finally finally finally finally obtained region of parameter space obtained region of parameter space obtained region of parameter space obtained region of parameter space isisisis    approximately approximately approximately approximately 
described bydescribed bydescribed bydescribed by

tt/d dMσ

(Further constrains may come from other experiments for example di-jet measurement. 
However, it is obviously that the parameters obtained here is much smaller than the 
limit.)
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A new Color-Octet Axial-Vector Boson Zc

Excellent agreement between theoretical predictions and data is Excellent agreement between theoretical predictions and data is Excellent agreement between theoretical predictions and data is Excellent agreement between theoretical predictions and data is 
achieved after introducing this Zc model. achieved after introducing this Zc model. achieved after introducing this Zc model. achieved after introducing this Zc model. 

An example is shown in the following figure, where the parameters An example is shown in the following figure, where the parameters An example is shown in the following figure, where the parameters An example is shown in the following figure, where the parameters areareareare    
choosen to be choosen to be choosen to be choosen to be                                                                                                                     and and and and                                                                                         ....0 0/ .0 42q tg g = 36 Gev0CM =
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An example is shown in the following figure, where the parameters An example is shown in the following figure, where the parameters An example is shown in the following figure, where the parameters An example is shown in the following figure, where the parameters areareareare    
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The key difference between this The key difference between this The key difference between this The key difference between this Zc Zc Zc Zc and the axigluon proposed by other and the axigluon proposed by other and the axigluon proposed by other and the axigluon proposed by other 
authors to explain the Asymmtryauthors to explain the Asymmtryauthors to explain the Asymmtryauthors to explain the Asymmtry is that,  is that,  is that,  is that, 

• for the latter, the mass of axial-gluon is set quite heavy ( for the latter, the mass of axial-gluon is set quite heavy ( for the latter, the mass of axial-gluon is set quite heavy ( for the latter, the mass of axial-gluon is set quite heavy (O(1)TeVO(1)TeVO(1)TeVO(1)TeV) ) ) ) 
thenthenthenthen the the axial the the axial the the axial the the axial-vector-vector-vector-vector couplings with top and  couplings with top and  couplings with top and  couplings with top and with with with with other quarks other quarks other quarks other quarks 
have the have the have the have the opposite signopposite signopposite signopposite sign in order to induce a positive Asymmetric  in order to induce a positive Asymmetric  in order to induce a positive Asymmetric  in order to induce a positive Asymmetric 
Cross-Section from interference,Cross-Section from interference,Cross-Section from interference,Cross-Section from interference,

• while in this Zc model, the Mc is assumed while in this Zc model, the Mc is assumed while in this Zc model, the Mc is assumed while in this Zc model, the Mc is assumed just above 2m just above 2m just above 2m just above 2mt and the t and the t and the t and the 
axial-vector couplings with top-quark and the other quarks have the axial-vector couplings with top-quark and the other quarks have the axial-vector couplings with top-quark and the other quarks have the axial-vector couplings with top-quark and the other quarks have the 
same signsame signsame signsame sign....

This Zc VS the usual axigluon
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How to detect Zc at the LHC

1. From the differential Cross-Section measurement.1. From the differential Cross-Section measurement.1. From the differential Cross-Section measurement.1. From the differential Cross-Section measurement.

Zc brings sizable extra Cross-Secion around Mc in the  Zc brings sizable extra Cross-Secion around Mc in the  Zc brings sizable extra Cross-Secion around Mc in the  Zc brings sizable extra Cross-Secion around Mc in the                                                  spectrum spectrum spectrum spectrum 

through the subprocess through the subprocess through the subprocess through the subprocess                                                 . . . . The The The The SM background mainly comes fromSM background mainly comes fromSM background mainly comes fromSM background mainly comes from                                                                        

                                                            . From the experience gained in . From the experience gained in . From the experience gained in . From the experience gained in anananan earlier work, we know that a  earlier work, we know that a  earlier work, we know that a  earlier work, we know that a 

proper proper proper proper                                  cut can  cut can  cut can  cut can 

suppresssuppresssuppresssuppress    the  the  the  the                                                                      

background efficiently.background efficiently.background efficiently.background efficiently.

TTTThe he he he right right right right diagram shows thediagram shows thediagram shows thediagram shows the

 Zc Zc Zc Zc    effects on the effects on the effects on the effects on the                                                                         

after applying the  after applying the  after applying the  after applying the                              cutcutcutcut

                                                                                                     . . . .

/ ttd dMσ
qq tt→

gg tt→
,Z ttP
gg tt→

,Z ttP
, 600GevZ ttP >

/ ttd dMσ
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How to detect Zc at the LHC

2. From the 2. From the 2. From the 2. From the ““““Forward-BackwardForward-BackwardForward-BackwardForward-Backward”””” Asymmetry measurement at the LHC. Asymmetry measurement at the LHC. Asymmetry measurement at the LHC. Asymmetry measurement at the LHC.

Zc Zc Zc Zc also brings also brings also brings also brings large extra Asymmetric Cross-Section in the subprocesslarge extra Asymmetric Cross-Section in the subprocesslarge extra Asymmetric Cross-Section in the subprocesslarge extra Asymmetric Cross-Section in the subprocess                                                                                                

                                                                        , , , , So So So So people can measure the top-quark people can measure the top-quark people can measure the top-quark people can measure the top-quark ““““One-side Forward-One-side Forward-One-side Forward-One-side Forward-

Backward Asymmetry Cross-SectionBackward Asymmetry Cross-SectionBackward Asymmetry Cross-SectionBackward Asymmetry Cross-Section”””” at the LHC to detect Zc. The  at the LHC to detect Zc. The  at the LHC to detect Zc. The  at the LHC to detect Zc. The rightrightrightright    

diagram shows the Zc diagram shows the Zc diagram shows the Zc diagram shows the Zc 

effects on the effects on the effects on the effects on the ““““One-side One-side One-side One-side 

Forward-Backward Asymmetry Forward-Backward Asymmetry Forward-Backward Asymmetry Forward-Backward Asymmetry 

Cross-SectionCross-SectionCross-SectionCross-Section””””

qq tt→
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How to detect Zc at the LHC

2. From the 2. From the 2. From the 2. From the ““““Forward-BackwardForward-BackwardForward-BackwardForward-Backward”””” Asymmetry measurement at the LHC Asymmetry measurement at the LHC Asymmetry measurement at the LHC Asymmetry measurement at the LHC

We can also integrate Mtt and We can also integrate Mtt and We can also integrate Mtt and We can also integrate Mtt and get the total get the total get the total get the total ““““One-side Forward-Backward One-side Forward-Backward One-side Forward-Backward One-side Forward-Backward 
Asymmetry Cross-SectionAsymmetry Cross-SectionAsymmetry Cross-SectionAsymmetry Cross-Section””””, which , which , which , which isisisis shown in the following table shown in the following table shown in the following table shown in the following table    
together with its signal significance.together with its signal significance.together with its signal significance.together with its signal significance.

The significance is 
estimated by

L is chosen to be 10fb-1
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Summary

1. A phenomenological model which contains a new color-octet boson 1. A phenomenological model which contains a new color-octet boson 1. A phenomenological model which contains a new color-octet boson 1. A phenomenological model which contains a new color-octet boson ZcZcZcZc    

that of the propertiesthat of the propertiesthat of the propertiesthat of the properties

•    MMMMcccc is just above 2 is just above 2 is just above 2 is just above 2    mtmtmtmt,,,,

•    the nature of couplings among Zthe nature of couplings among Zthe nature of couplings among Zthe nature of couplings among Zcccc and quarks is axial-vector and quarks is axial-vector and quarks is axial-vector and quarks is axial-vector like, like, like, like,

•    the axial coupling of Zthe axial coupling of Zthe axial coupling of Zthe axial coupling of Zcccc with top quark is much larger than that with light  with top quark is much larger than that with light  with top quark is much larger than that with light  with top quark is much larger than that with light 

quarks, but are of the same sigquarks, but are of the same sigquarks, but are of the same sigquarks, but are of the same sign,n,n,n,

can explain the can explain the can explain the can explain the distribution of asymmetry and the differential Cross-distribution of asymmetry and the differential Cross-distribution of asymmetry and the differential Cross-distribution of asymmetry and the differential Cross-

Section of Mtt inSection of Mtt inSection of Mtt inSection of Mtt in top pair production simultaneously. top pair production simultaneously. top pair production simultaneously. top pair production simultaneously.

2. If this scenario is true, the new Z2. If this scenario is true, the new Z2. If this scenario is true, the new Z2. If this scenario is true, the new Zcccc particle can be detected at the LHC  particle can be detected at the LHC  particle can be detected at the LHC  particle can be detected at the LHC 

with low integrated luminosity.with low integrated luminosity.with low integrated luminosity.with low integrated luminosity.
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Thank you ☺


